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Executive Summary
The increasing interconnected digital world is bringing major benefits to individuals, private sector,
and, in general society. But at the same time, the number, impact and complexities of vulnerabilities,
attacks and cyber incidents is augmenting.
Accordingly, cybersecurity is becoming a priority, and the European Union released its cybersecurity
strategy1 in early 2013 defining its vision and illustrating the strategic priorities and actions.
At the same time, research in cybersecurity and trust is very active in Europe, and it is In fact, security
research project panorama in Europe is very vast and diverse. A leading role it is played by security
and trust projects funded by the EU commission2, but national member states have also a number of
cybersecurity-related research funding activities3, and it is extremely challenging to derive a single
and comprehensive view of the results.
The research project community, facilitated by the CSP Forum project cluster activity of SecCord
coordination action, decided to perform a research portfolio analysis’, to evaluate how they can
contribute to European strategy. The idea of this ‘research portfolio analysis’ is mapping the research
results coming from projects to the priorities of European cybersecurity strategy and analysing how
projects can provide significant inputs. To address this challenge, SecCord decided to partner with
another EU initiative (CYSPA project, www.cyspa.eu), to run a dedicated CSP Forum Clustering
workshop on Cyber Security (December 2013), collecting relevant information directly from the
projects.
Through this collaboration, we were able to reach a significant number of EC funded Security and
Trust projects, and also projects funded by member state funding agencies, see Figure 7.
From this analysis we could extract some general trends of research outcomes, and position them
compared to EU strategic cybersecurity priorities.
At a very abstract level, we observed that to cope with the increasing complexity and dynamicity of
today’s large software systems, security research is moving in the direction to provide automatic
methods and tools, ultimately reducing human intervention. This automation trend is visible at
different levels, such as automatizing security configuration checks, making security certification
flexible and dynamics, increasing the automatic security controls at code level, automatizing testing,
and automatizing privacy policy handling.
Beyond this general trend, the major research lines are addressing the core pillars of cybersecurity
strategies. For example:
Data Protection: Privacy and data protection mechanisms have been extensively investigate by
research projects: including privacy-enhanced methods for authentication, designing of privacyaware systems, or machine-readable privacy policy definition, negotiation and enforcement
Confidence Building (Trust): Trust is the key to allow citizen and business to consume the plethora of
services of the internet. Mechanisms under studies to improve the trust establishment include
advanced reputation models, software certification, automatic verification of configuration,
trustworthy hardware.

1

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/cf/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=1667
For a list of the Project see: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/security/projects_en.html or
https://www.cspforum.eu/index.php?/projects
3 A summary of national member state initiatives can be found at: https://www.cspforum.eu/member_states
2
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Security Labels and Certification (Software Assurance): Software delivery models are
more dynamic, and users are faced with the issue to assess the security level of software
provided by unknown third-parties, and/or run outside the user’s control. Novel methods for
providing and easily consuming security labels (certifications) are addressed in multiple projects
Other well represented topics include: Secure Information Sharing, Security Risk (including Threat
analysis) and Economics.
Our analysis also addressed the level of technology readiness of research project results, and the
sector targeted, showing that most of the research projects are (not surprisingly) focusing on the
early phases of technology lifecycle, starting from basic building blocks to pilot studies, and that
cross-cutting technologies are often the main outcome.
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1.

Contributing Projects to this Cyber Security Report.

EU FUNDED PROJECTS
ABC4TRUST
A4CLOUD
ASSERT4SOA
BIC
CIRRUS
COCO CLOUD
CYSPA
FIRE
INTERTRUST
MUSES
POSECCO
SECURED
SPECS
SYSSEC
TRESCCA
TWISNET
WEBSAND

ACDC
ANIKETOS
AU2EU
CAPITAL
CIPHER
CRISALIS
CUMULUS
HINT
IPACSO
PARiS
PRIPARE
SPACIOS
STANCE
TREsPASS
NESSOS
VIKING
SECCORD

MEMBER STATE FUNDED PROJECTS
SOCIALGUARD
CESSA
FORSEC
RESCUEIT
ZERTAPPS
SECURITY HORIZONS
KISS
EIT KIC 2013
MSP
TRUST IN THE CLOUD
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2.

Introduction

Cybersecurity and especially the new Cyber Security directive has been one of the topic selected by
the project clusters. Accordingly, SecCord planned a CSP Forum cluster meeting, for performing an
analysis on how current results from research projects can contribute to cybersecurity, in particular
through the NIS platform activity.
The idea of this ‘research portfolio analysis’ is mapping the research results coming from projects to
the priorities of European cybersecurity strategy and analyzing how projects can provide significant
inputs. The analysis was based on data and discussion held during the CSP Forum 1st Clustering
Workshop on CyberSecurity4 (Brussels, 12th December 2013), co-organized with CYSPA coordination
action5, as well as on the follow-up discussion using virtual conferences.
The main objectives of the meeting were the following:
• Positioning security projects and clusters compared to EU cybersecurity strategies – see Figure
1. This information will then be used to:
o 1) define the contribution of clusters to NIS WG3
o 2) identify strengths and gaps of research projects in the context of cybersecurity
strategic objectives
• Introduce new security projects (e.g. call 10 EU funded, national projects) to extend the reach
of clusters.
In addition, as usual, the event has been used to assess the status of running cross-projects activities.
Workshop Agenda
13.30 – 14.00 Short introduction
• CSP Forum ( Michele Bezzi)
•

CYSPA ( Nina Olesen)

•

Networking and Coordination Cluster Update ( Paul Malone)

14.00 – 15.00 Call 10: New Project presentations (8-10 mins each)
[Focus on the main (desired) outcomes and possible contribution to the EU cybersecurity policies]
•
•
•
•

PRIPARE - Antonio Kung
Ipacso - Zeta Dooly
Coco-Cloud - Claudio Caimi
Capital - Mari Kert

• SECURED - Roberto Sassu
15.00 – 15.30 Open Discussion on Analysis
[Build together a map of current project activities along three dimensions: cybersecurity objective
(as extracted from NIS directive), target sector/s, technology readiness.]
Workshop Projects participation highlighted below
CYSPA - Nina Olesen
Intertrust - Oriol Farras , Khalifa Toumi
Aniketos - Zeta Dooly , Kazim Hussain

4
5

Ipacso - Zeta Dooly

https://www.cspforum.eu/index.php?/events/Event_details/CSP-Forum-Clustering-Workshop-12th-dec-2013
www.cyspa.eu
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Spacious - Jorge Cuellar

Websand - Jorge Cuellar

FIRE - Ulrich Seldeslachts

ACDC - Ulrich Seldeslachts

A4cloud - Nick Wainwright

BIC - Jim Clarke

Hint - Carsten Rust

PRIPARE - Antonio Kung

CUMULUS - Ernesto Damiani

ASSERT - Michele Bezzi

CIRRUS - Aljosa Pasic

TRESPASS - Barbara Kordy

TRESCCA - Bernhard Katzmarski

Coco-cloud - Claudio Caimi

Capital - Mari Kert

STANCE - Armand Puccetti

SECURED - Roberto Sassu

ABC4Trust – Harald Zwingelberg

TWISnet – Mike Ludwig

SecCord - Frances Cleary

SPECS – Massimiliano Rak
15.30 – 15.45 Coffee / Tea break
15.45 – 17.15 Open Discussion on Analysis Continued.
[Note: in this slot we will build together a map of current project activities along three dimensions:
cybersecurity objective (as extracted from NIS directive), target sector/s, technology readiness.]
Projects participating as detailed above
17.15 – 17.30 Next actions /conclusions (Michele Bezzi CSP Forum cluster leader)
Workshop Agenda can be viewed at the following link:
https://www.cspforum.eu/index.php?/events/Event_details/CSP-Forum-Clustering-Workshop-12thdec-2013
Accordingly, the major items in the agenda were as follows:
1. Introduction and updates: included a short introduction of SecCord and meeting objectives,
and updates on current activities of Networking and Coordination Cluster.
2. New Project presentations: new research projects had the opportunity to give a short
overview of project objective, expected outcome and possible topics of collaborations.
3. Open Discussion on Analysis: In this slot, we wanted to position current projects to along three
dimensions: Cyber security objective (as extracted from EU cybersecurity strategy, and NIS
directive), target sector/s, technology readiness.
This section represented the core of the physical workshop and of the virtual follow-ups: Basically it
started as a “classification” exercise, and expanded to provide more concrete examples of project
activity for the different category and assessing the impact on cluster (e.g., identifying gaps, reenforcing the interactions among groups of projects with significant overlapping). The current version
of the tables, that summarize the outcome of this exercise are reported in the figures of this section
(see Figure 7, 8, 9)
Note that, as for all classifications, the categories chosen can be controversial, but we tried to follow
two major criteria: simplicity (limited number of dimensions, labels) and usage of keywords extracted
from EU cybersecurity strategy document (for the cybersecurity labels), and, consequently, easy to
understand for a non-technical audience, too (e.g., policy makers).
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This approach was first validated with a subset of projects, and then proposed to the project
clusters.
In more details the three dimensions chosen were the following:
•

•
•

Cyber security dimension: we took the five Cybersecurity objectives of EU cybersecurity
strategies, for each of them, analyzing the text, we extracted a set of keywords (see Figure
1). We removed overlapping keywords, and we used the remaining ones as category-labels
for Cybersecurity dimension (see labels in Figure 7). As mentioned above, these labels do not
correspond to the categories typically used in the research community (e.g., there are
security technologies/mechanisms as cryptography as well as security objectives as data
protection), but they allow for a better mapping with policy documents. In addition, they are
well-known concepts, and they can be easily used with limited additional explanations.
(Primary) Target Sectors: Projects are asked to report the (primary) sectors impacted by
project’s results and technology. It could be related to the use-cases or pilots, relevant
partners, or exploitation directions. (See labels in Figure 8).
Technology Readiness Level Projects are asked to report the Technology readiness level of
the results or expected outcome of the project. The levels are adapted by NASA Technology
Readiness Level (see Figure 2), discussed in the SecCord Advisory Focus Group (see SecCord
Deliverable D6.46, and D2.27). We also consider the evolution of project outcome during its
lifetime (see labels in Figure 9)

We will present the results of this exercise in the next section
In addition, the meeting was, as usual, an opportunity for cluster members to provide quick updates
on the cross-project activities. Networking and coordination cluster also reported its starting activity
to coordinate other NoE's and CSA's and gather relevant contributions/material towards the NIS
working groups.

Figure 1 The five Cybersecurity objectives extracted from EU cybersecurity strategies, and associated
keywords extracted from the text

6
7

http://www.cspforum.eu/SECCORD_Deliverable_D6.4.pdf
http://www.cspforum.eu/D2.2_final.pdf
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Figure 2 Technology Readiness Level (adapted from NASA levels)
.

3.

Results & Analysis

The structured data we collected contained a significant amount of information; looking at the tables
summarizing the results we immediately understand the diversity and complexity of the research
lines followed by research projects (e.g. see Figure 7). In total 43 projects participated and
contributed to the compilation of the table outputs for this cyber security report. Of the 43 projects,
34 were EU funded projects, 7 nationally funded projects and 2 EIT KIC 2013 projects.
Despite this complex picture, from the data collected and follow-up discussions, we can highlight
some general trends.
Starting from the Sector and Technology Readiness Level:
•

Sector impacted: A relevant number of projects are developing cross-cutting technologies
(horizontal), or have, as main target, ICT industries (e.g., telecom, software houses, ICT
consulting). On top of this general trend, most of the sectors are represented. For example, an
important group of projects (see below), is addressing security certification. In short, how to
devise novel security certification schemes adapted for dynamic software ecosystems (e.g.,
cloud based). Such research topic, that wants to provide high level of (certified) assurance to
software, has direct application on security-critical sectors such as eHealth, energy and
defence. In fact, case studies certification projects are targeting these sectors.
Logistics and supply chain management rely on data sharing and sensor-data. Research on
projects as ANR-BMBF Rescue-IT or SecureSCM are producing methods for allowing data
sharing along the chains, but still preserving the confidentiality of the information according
to the need to know principle.
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Figure 3 Research Projects Impacted Sectors

•

Technology Readiness Level: most of projects deliver (or will deliver) technology
demonstrators, typically as prototypes addressing one or more realistic use case and/or pilot
studies (i.e. involving a number of real users). That is the expected readiness level for the
results of research projects, in fact in many cases the actual industrial exploitation starts after
the project finished, and built on the consolidated results. This is the general picture, there are
cases where actual products, or production systems were developed during project lifetime
(or immediately after) such as ANR CESSA project (where an advanced authorization system
was implemented in a product) or AVANTSARR (where the model checking tool was used for
evaluation of industrial products).

Regarding the Cybersecurity dimension, basically the most represented topics are the following:
•

Confidence Building (Trust) is the leading topic of a majority of security projects. This is not
surprising since, it is a main theme in most of the security-related Calls (EU, National, and
EIT). In fact, research in Trust includes very different mechanisms: certification, reputation
models, accountability mechanisms and security testing.

•

Security Labels and certifications: a number of projects are addressing it. Already significant
activities are present in SecCord clusters to better coordinate the outcomes, with tangible
results: standardization, annual workshops and common technology bricks. For example,
ASSERT4SOA and CUMULUS share the same models for certificates, which also impacted
OPTET, and a liaison with CIRRUS. Other projects can benefit of the current work of this wellestablished group, e.g. BMBF ZERTAPPS, D-MILS and HINT. These combined results may lead
to novel methods for security certification, significantly more dynamic and flexible than the
existing ones, and, therefore more adapted to current software landscape.

•

Data protection Privacy and data protection are in the focus of a number of projects both EU
and nationally funded. Among the analysed projects, already a group of projects is sharing
privacy-related knowledge and, especially, basic technology bricks In particular, a significant
part of research and prototype development has been devoted to devise privacy-aware
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systems, based on the concept of sticky policy. Sticky policy allows to technically binding
(personal) data with usage condition, in other words a piece of data is always transmitted and
processed along with metadata specifying the usage condition (e.g., retention period).
Software components (policy engine, policy enforcement point) are developed to handle and
enforce these policies in the different application context. The privacy-policy engine, originally
conceived in the PrimeLife project is adopted (with changes) by FIWARE8, A4Cloud, CoCoCloud,
and EIT-project Trust in the Cloud. Additional projects as ANR KISS, Secured, PRIPARE also
contribute the privacy research.
•

Information Sharing. This is a very relevant topic for NIS platform. A number of EU and national
projects are contributing with technology dealing with secure or privacy preserving
information sharing and/or sharing of security data. From a technology perspective, current
techniques under development rely on cryptographic methods (e.g., secure multi-party
computation) and on data fragmentation and anonymization. They target different levels from
network level (e.g., DEMONS EU project, ASMONIA BMBF project and Swiss funded PPFA
project) and application level (e.g., EU funded SECURESCM and PRACTICE project).

•

Monitoring. With the increasing complexity and dynamicity of software system, monitoring is
becoming a relevant topic for applied research. Two major trends are emerging: cross-stack
monitoring and contract/certification/policy enforcement.
In a nutshell, traditionally monitoring mostly focused on the network layer, recent research is
addressing a more holistic approach, where information is collected and combined across the
stack: network, platform and application level. Projects addressing multiple-levels include:
CUMULUS, OPTET, PoSecCo, MASTER, PRIN Security Horizon.
Due to presence of multiple stakeholders interaction in present IT, agreeing on service level
contracts, certification, and policies is becoming common. Accordingly it is becoming critical
to put in place controls to check that these agreements are actually enforced at runtime.
Monitoring plays a major role and extensive research is devoted to put in place monitoring
systems that constantly verify the enforcement, for example CUMULUS project is developing
methods to check he validity of software certification, A4Cloud has a similar approach for
privacy policies.

Based on the feedback provided by the project contributors in [figure 7, 8, 9], the following is a
high level statistical analysis of the data. Figure 4, 5 Breakdown overview from the most focused
topical areas to the less focused topical areas. This highlights the potential topical areas of interest
for further clustering activities.

8

The open source version of privacy policy engine is available at:
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/enablers/data-handling-ppl and at https://github.com/fdicerbo/fiware-ppl
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•Confidence building trust
•Threat analysis
•Data protection
•Transparency about security
•Information Sharing
•Raising awareness
•Risk Management

•Coordination research Agendas
•Security Labels (Certification)
•Legal framework
•Security Economics
•International cooperation
•Cyberdefence
•Cryptography

•Secure internet for children
•Cyber-Incidents Simulation
•Preventing Mass
surveillance/censorship
•Forensic Tools
•NIS Education & Training
•Incident reporting
•Public -Private Partnership

Cyber Security
Domain Most
Focused Topics

Cyber Security
Domain Common
Focused Topics

Cyber Security
Domain Less
Focused Topics

Figure 4 Overview of topical focused areas highlighted in Cybersecurity dimension.

Coming from this data gathering exercise , The top main prioritised topical areas can be clearly
seen in Figure 5 below. While the least focused topical areas are displayed in figure 6 below

Top 5 Main highlighted Cyber
Security Topics
confidence building (trust)
Threat analysis
Data protection
Transparency about
security
Information Sharing

Figure 5 Top 5 highlighted Cyber Security topics based on Project feedback
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TOP 5 Least highlighted Cyber
Security Topics
Secure Internet for
children
Cyber-incidents simulation
NIS education & training
Forensic tools
Preventing Mass
surveillance/censorship

Figure 6 Top 5 Least highlighted Cyber security topics based on project feedback

Despite this complex picture, from the data collected and follow-up discussions, we can highlight some
general trends.
Beyond the well-represented topics, it is interesting to notice that Incident reporting and forensics,
although being a pillar of NIS strategy, are in the primary scope of few projects. As general trend,
typically pro-active security is preferred to reactive in research project (although some projects
specifically address forensics e.g., the German-state funded FORSEC project).

4.

Conclusion
The panorama of research projects targeting security in Europe is pretty vast and diverse. We are
not pretending here to provide an exhaustive analysis of all the upcoming research results, but
partnering with existing coordination projects and accessing the primary information source
(projects themselves) we were able to discuss with a significant sample of EU and national funded
projects.
From this analysis we could extract some general trends of research outcomes, and position them
compared to EU strategic cybersecurity priorities.
At a very abstract level, we see that to cope with the increasing complexity and dynamicity of
today’s large software systems, security research is moving in the direction to provide automatic
methods and tools, ultimately reducing human intervention This automation trend is visible at
different levels, such as automatizing security configuration checks (e.g., Posecco project), making
security certification flexible and dynamics (e.g., ASSERT4SOA, CUMULUS, OPTET), increasing the
automatic security controls at code level (e.g., ANIKETOS), automatizing testing (e.g., SPaCIos), and
automatizing privacy policy handling (e.g., A4Cloud).
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Beyond this general trend, the major research lines can be summarized as follows:
•

Building Trust: Trust is the key to allow citizen and business to consume the plethora of
services of the internet. It can be declined at different levels, each of them has one or more
trust building methods associated: consumer-facing applications may benefit by advanced
reputation models (e.g., CIPHER project) and software certification (e.g., OPTET, CUMULUS
projects), developers can build on trustworthy service development tools developed by
projects like ANIKETOS, system administrators and auditors can increase the trust on the
software ecosystems by automatic verification of configuration (e.g., POSECCO project),
software and network providers can increasingly rely on trustworthy hardware (e.g.,
CUMULUS, and HINT projects).

•

Privacy and Data protection Privacy and data protection mechanisms have been extensively
investigate by research projects. Various approaches are present, targeting privacy-enhanced
methods for authentication (e.g., Primelife, ABC4Trust), designing of privacy-aware systems
(KISS and PRIPARE), or machine-readable privacy policy definition, negotiation and
enforcement (e.g. A4Cloud, CoCoCloud and Trust-in-the-Cloud EIT project). . We also observed
a significant cooperation at technology level among some projects, as well as with legal
research.

•

Secure Information Sharing. With the increasing number of cyber threats and attacks
targeting organizations and end-users across the world, there is the need to better share
threat and incident information. On the other hand, these data are considered highly sensitive,
and organizations are reluctant to share. The research community is active in developing new
privacy-enhanced methods for support incident data sharing, relying on advanced
cryptography and data anonymization (e.g., DEMONS, PRACTICE, projects).

•

Software Assurance Software delivery models are becoming more and more dynamic, and
users are faced with the issue to assess the security level of software often provided by
unknown third-parties, and/or run outside the user’s control (e.g., in a public cloud).
Accordingly there is a strong need for software assurance methods, and a number of research
projects are developing novel techniques and methods in this space. More specifically, an
extension to service based application of traditional software certification schemes have been
proposed by ASSERT4SOA project. CUMULUS, OPTET, D-MILLS and HINT projects have been
working on further improving assurance techniques to target different level of the software
ecosystem, from hardware, platform to composite applications.

•

Security Economics and Risk Models. Security investment decisions are increasingly made
based on risk assessments. Accordingly, risk models for security are becoming an essential
tool for organization to, and many research projects are focusing in devising models for risk
for security and privacy. Although generic risk models have been available for few years,
recently, the need for a more focused approach has been emerging, for example: specific
models for privacy and accountability are investigated in A4Cloud, a sector based approach is
addressed in CYSPA, and economics model for certification are developed by CUMULUS.

Lastly, let us note that most of the research projects are (not surprisingly) focusing on the early
phases of technology lifecycle, starting from basic building blocks to prototype run in validation
use cases, or, in few instances, in pilots. In short, with few exceptions, the technology transfer to
products or services happen after the ending of the research project, as already pointed out in
previous cluster meeting9.
9

See the report on the Research Exploitation Cluster Meeting:
http://www.effectsplus.eu/files/2012/10/effectsplus-padua-event-report2.pdf
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5.

Table Contributions

Figure 7 Positioning of projects according to the Cybersecurity dimension.
Projects names are followed by a label indicating the funding schemes, e.g., ANR, BMBF, PRIN correspond to project funded by national funding
agencies of France, Germany, Italy, respectively; EICF to Enterprise Ireland Commercialisation Funding programme. EIT-KIC indicates projects funded
by the European Institute of Technology. If no label is present, the default is EU funded project.
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Figure 8 Primary Impacted Sector
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Figure 9 Technology Readiness Level
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7.

Abbreviations

CSP EU FORUM

Cyber Security & Privacy Forum

EFFECTS+

European Framework for Future Internet – Compliance, Trust, Security and Privacy
through effective clustering

SecCord

SECurity and trust COoRDination and enhanced collaboration

NESSoS

Network of Excellence on Engineering Secure Future Internet Software.

SPaCIoS

Secure Provision and Consumption in the Internet of Services

Aniketos

Ensuring Trustworthiness and Security in Service Composition

BIC

Building International Cooperation for Trustworthy ICT

PoSecCo

Policy and Security Configuration Management

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

CYSPA

European Cyber Security Protection Alliance-

EICF

Enterprise Ireland Commercialisation Fund

ANR

The French National Research Agency

BMBF

Federal Ministry of Education and Research

PRIN -

Italian funding programme --Projects of significant national interest

KIC-EIT

Knowledge and Innovation Communities - information and Communication
Technologies

NIS

Network and Information Security
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